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Gents,
I have spoken to Theresa Steadman this morning. I believe she is coroners officer for Havering, Barking and
Dagenham.
Theresa contacted me asking about outstanding enqs that can be listed ready for the initial opening on Tuesday. I
have explained that owing to Met policy when non suspicious the follow up sits with you guys.
I indicated that some enqs are likely to be the missing mobile phone and possibly social media together with last
person to see him etc..
The Coroner and Theresa are a little concerned that the circumstances are very similar to two other bodies found in
similar circumstances in the almost the same location last year. I have explained that we could see no link (other than
location) however it is likely to be asked about at some stage.
I was rather annoyed to hear from Theresa that a tourniquet and alcoholic wipes were found by the pathologist in
Jack's pockets together with a needle mark in the crook of his elbow. Boss you will recall this is exactly what I asked
the guys at the scene to look for (needle marks) and confirm that we had thoroughly searched him. It would appear
neither were done particularly well.
I am back in on Monday lates but will always take a call at home if there is an issue.
Regards
Pete
Peter Sweetman I Detective Sergeant
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